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VACCINE REFUSAL IN USVACCINE REFUSAL IN US

*Survey of 750 pediatricians and 750 family physicians
Freed GL et al. APS-SPR 2001

Physicians reporting parental refusal of at Physicians reporting parental refusal of at 
least one recommended vaccine*:least one recommended vaccine*:

PediatriciansPediatricians 92%92%
Family Family PhysiciansPhysicians 6060%%

Current discussion:Current discussion:
When is it appropriate to “fire” a When is it appropriate to “fire” a 
vaccinevaccine--refusing familyrefusing family from your practice?from your practice?



DO PARENTS UNDERSTAND IMMUNIZATIONS?DO PARENTS UNDERSTAND IMMUNIZATIONS?
A US National Telephone Survey* A US National Telephone Survey* 

84% would not opt out of any vaccines
84% believe school immunization mandates  

protect their children
79% do not believe unimmunized children 

should be allowed in schools

** 16001600 parents of children < age 6 years, Aprilparents of children < age 6 years, April-- May, 1999May, 1999
Gellin BG, Maibach EW, Marcuse EK. Pediatrics 2000;106(5):1097-1102

The majority of parents understand the benefits of 
immunizations and support existing policies, but…



DO PARENTS UNDERSTAND IMMUNIZATIONS?DO PARENTS UNDERSTAND IMMUNIZATIONS?
A US National Telephone SurveyA US National Telephone Survey

25% believe “immune systems are weakened 
by too many vaccines”

23% think “children get more vaccines than 
are good for them”

19% of parents “do not think vaccines are 
proven safe prior to use in the US”

Gellin et al. Pediatrics 2000;106:1097-1102 

Many parents have important misconceptions that 
could erode their confidence in immunizations.



Origins of Immunization HesitancyOrigins of Immunization Hesitancy II

SOCIAL & CULTURALSOCIAL & CULTURAL
Decline in vaccineDecline in vaccine--preventable diseasespreventable diseases

Recognition of the present limits of Recognition of the present limits of 
medicine, science, technologymedicine, science, technology

Resurgence of complementary & Resurgence of complementary & alternativealternative
medicinemedicine

Growth of consumerismGrowth of consumerism

Malpractice and product liability litigationMalpractice and product liability litigation

Adapted from Kane MA, Adapted from Kane MA, Vaccine Vaccine 1998;S731998;S73--7878



USA Today, 8/24/01USA Today, 8/24/01

Williams and Bailey Law 
Firm, LLP

11--888888--709709--66746674

Please Press:Please Press:

#4: Fen#4: Fen--PhenPhen
#5: Vaccines
#6: Welding Rods

(Available in English and Spanish)

ah30



Greater attention to risk

Readiness to refer to the judiciary 

Distrust of science

Physicians as knowledge managers 
rather than knowledge repositories

Better access to real-time information

FEATURES OF POSTMODERN SOCIETYFEATURES OF POSTMODERN SOCIETY

Muir Gray, JA. Lancet 1999; 354:1550-1553





Origins of Immunization Hesitancy Origins of Immunization Hesitancy IIII

SCIENCESCIENCE, MEDIA & THE INTERNET, MEDIA & THE INTERNET
Distortion of scientific process:Distortion of scientific process:

hypothesis hypothesis -- hypothesis testing hypothesis testing -- accept accept -- reject reject -- refinerefine
media:  hypothesis “validated” by repetitionmedia:  hypothesis “validated” by repetition

Differing criteria for causality:Differing criteria for causality:
medical; legal; public opinionmedical; legal; public opinion

Challenge of risk communication:Challenge of risk communication:
power of case reportspower of case reports
science vs. freelance and feature writers; talk radioscience vs. freelance and feature writers; talk radio

21st century access to media, internet:21st century access to media, internet:
source credibility, media concept of balance, source credibility, media concept of balance, utilityutility to mediato media
ofof controversycontroversy

Adapted from Kane MA, Adapted from Kane MA, Vaccine Vaccine 1998;S731998;S73--7878



The media value news over scientific “truth”,
controversy over education, regard balance 
as evidence of journalistic integrity and 
equate one expert with another:

Most parents have no clear idea how to evaluate 
the credibility of their source of immunization 
information; communication trumps science.

Alexander Wakefield David Salisbury
Barbara Fisher Margaret Rennels
NVIC NNii



POSTMODERNISM: PUBLIC HEALTHPOSTMODERNISM: PUBLIC HEALTH

In postIn post--modern modern medicinemedicine risks receiverisks receive
much higher priority. much higher priority. 

This is not an example of proponents This is not an example of proponents 
of of scientific healthscientific health care being rational care being rational 
and others being and others being irrational;irrational; rather it rather it 
isis an example of an example of how multiplehow multiple
rationalities and truths now prevailrationalities and truths now prevail……

Adapted from Muir Gray, JA. Lancet 1999; 354:1550-1553



POSTMODERNISM: POSTMODERNISM: PUBLICPUBLIC HEALTHHEALTH

There is no “truth” defined by experts.  There is no “truth” defined by experts.  
Rather there are many opinions based on Rather there are many opinions based on 
different views and theories of the world.different views and theories of the world.

Doctors, governments...might hanker after Doctors, governments...might hanker after 
a world where their view is dominant.  a world where their view is dominant.  
But that world is fast disappearing.But that world is fast disappearing.

Smith R. BMJ 2002;432:497-8





BenefitBenefit
oror

RiskRisk

=  Magnitude =  Magnitude ×× ProbabilityProbability

Modified from Sandman PM 1993, Ball L 1996, Feudtner C 2001, RM Wolfe 2003

AcceptabilityAcceptability
×× oror
UnacceptabilityUnacceptability

(Outrage)(Outrage)

Perception of a risk or benefit is subjective…Perception of a risk or benefit is subjective…
but it is both quantifiable and modifiable.but it is both quantifiable and modifiable.

PerceivedPerceived PerceivedPerceived

(Hazard)(Hazard)



RISK = HAZARD RISK = HAZARD ×× OUTRAGEOUTRAGE

TheThe plural of anecdote is NOT dataplural of anecdote is NOT data
inin the context of the context of hazard;hazard;

Adapted from RM Wolfe, 2003Adapted from RM Wolfe, 2003

but the plural of anecdote IS but the plural of anecdote IS datadata
inin the context of outrage the context of outrage !!!!



Scientists must take care not to treat Scientists must take care not to treat 
fear and reservation as ignorance and fear and reservation as ignorance and 
then try to destroy them with a blunt then try to destroy them with a blunt 
“rational” instrument.“rational” instrument.

Stephen PattisonStephen Pattison

BMJ 2001;323:838BMJ 2001;323:838--840840



TOP 7 STRATEGIES TO SUSTAIN 
IMMUNIZATION CONSENSUS

7.7. Publicize the vaccine safety systemPublicize the vaccine safety system

6.6. Assess the public’s perception of the:Assess the public’s perception of the:
–– desirability of a benefitdesirability of a benefit
–– acceptability of a riskacceptability of a risk

5.5. Make key concepts accessible:Make key concepts accessible:
–– association vs. causation, riskassociation vs. causation, risk



DO DO AMERICANSAMERICANS UNDERSTANDUNDERSTAND SCIENCE?SCIENCE?

National Science Foundation,  adapted from Gellin, 2002

7070% say they are “interested in % say they are “interested in science”,science”, but only:but only:

5757% % know that light travels faster than soundknow that light travels faster than sound

<<50% 50% know that the Earth orbits the sun yearlyknow that the Earth orbits the sun yearly

2727% % are able to define an hypothesisare able to define an hypothesis

99% % know what a molecule isknow what a molecule is



MMR & AUTISM

2001 IOM:2001 IOM:

…the evidence favors rejection of a causal 
relationship at the population level between 
MMR vaccine and ASD [autism spectrum 
disorders].  However this conclusion does not 
exclude the possibility that MMR could contribute 
to ASD in a small number of children….

Stratton et al.  Immunization Safety Review:  Measles-Mumps-Rubella Vaccine and 
Autism.   www.iom.edu/IOM/IOMHome.nsf/Pages/MMR+Autism+Summary



GETTING FROM ASSOCIATION TO CAUSE

ab8

ASSOCIATION

Likely UnlikelyCHANCE

Yes NoCONFOUNDING

Adapted from Flecter RH et al, Clinical Epidemiology 3rd Ed, 1988 

Yes No
BIAS

- Selection
- Measurement

CAUSE

?



4. Articulate both the personal and public 
health perspectives

TOP 7 STRATEGIES TO SUSTAIN 
IMMUNIZATION CONSENSUS



Differentiate health risks & benefits for Differentiate health risks & benefits for 
the individual and for the communitythe individual and for the community

What constitutes a public health risk or What constitutes a public health risk or 
benefit?benefit?

-- Contagion or epidemicContagion or epidemic
-- Illness, injury, disability, deathIllness, injury, disability, death
-- Adverse effect on childrenAdverse effect on children
-- Cost of care, disabilityCost of care, disability



4. Articulate both the personal and public 
health perspectives

3. Facilitate specific policy debates:
– safety vs. innovation
– individual freedom vs. community protection
– media responsibility

TOP 7 STRATEGIES TO SUSTAIN 
IMMUNIZATION CONSENSUS



-- the state’s duty to protect public health the state’s duty to protect public health 
and and 

-- the right of an individual to choose?the right of an individual to choose?

What is the optimal balance between: What is the optimal balance between: 

What disease risk balanced by what What disease risk balanced by what 
assurance of vaccine safety justifies a:assurance of vaccine safety justifies a:

-- universal recommendation universal recommendation 
oror

-- mandate?mandate?



2. Involve the public in public health policy:
– an open discussion of values

4. Articulate both the personal and public 
health perspectives

3. Facilitate specific policy debates:
– safety vs. innovation
– individual freedom vs. community protection
– media responsibility

TOP 7 STRATEGIES TO SUSTAIN 
IMMUNIZATION CONSENSUS



Educate and equip:

– all health providers to elicit and respond to parents 
concerns; to be able to explain association vs. cause; 
to provide sources of understandable, scientifically 
credible information

– media-savvy spokespersons from public health, 
medicine and nursing to address both components of 
risk: outrage and hazard

1.

TOP 7 STRATEGIES TO SUSTAIN 
IMMUNIZATION CONSENSUS



““If concerned, where would you go first If concerned, where would you go first forfor
information about your concern?”information about your concern?”

% 1st Choice      % 2nd% 1st Choice      % 2nd % 3rd% 3rd

PhysicianPhysician 81%81% 10%10% 3%3%
Friend w/ med Friend w/ med oror

nursenurse training          training          3%3% 34%34% 22%22%
Family memberFamily member 10%10% 21%21% 22%22%
Internet siteInternet site 2%2% 12%12% 11%11%
Magazine/newspaper  Magazine/newspaper  1%1% 8%8% 12%12%
FriendsFriends 1%1% 4%4% 10%10%
Religious/spiritual Religious/spiritual 1%1% 2%2% 2%2%

(Unpublished 2001 data, CDC working paper)(Unpublished 2001 data, CDC working paper)







OPINION = EVIDENCE + VALUEOPINION = EVIDENCE + VALUE

…a…a selfself--centred centred preoccupation with preoccupation with 
excellent science [is] no protection excellent science [is] no protection 
against the criticisms of a wellagainst the criticisms of a well--educated educated 
public; an openness [to discussing values] public; an openness [to discussing values] 
is the only optionis the only option..

Adapted from Muir Gray, JA. Lancet 1999; 354:1550-1553


